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The Love Inspiration Ascension Pathway 
Phase I : Steps 1 - 7

Steps Consciousness 
Level Ebooks Link

Phase I

Step 1 - The 
Ascension Pathway 

Moving towards  
The New Love 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
1 - 8 

(TUPTL = 9 
ebooks, 
PTL = 8 
ebooks)

The Unified Pathway To Light 
• The Unified Pathway To Light: Volumes 1-4 

+ Master [Ebooks 1U, 2U, 3U, 4U, 4.1U] 
• The Unified Pathway To Transcending The 

Light: Volumes 1-4 [Ebooks 5U, 6U, 7U, 8U]

TUPTL

Pathway To Light 
• Pathway To Light [Ebooks 1P - 8P] PTL

Step 2 - The 
Ascended Pathway

The New Love 
Consciousness &  

The New Truth 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
9 - 18 

(10 ebooks)

• Blue Light: Volumes 1-5 
[Ebooks 9 - 13] 

• Ascended Pathway  
[Ebooks 14 - 18]

Step 2

Step 3 - The Crystal 
Pathway

The New Crystal 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
19 - 28 

(10 ebooks)
• A Crystal Ascension: Volumes I-X Step 3

Step 4 - The 
Diamond Pathway

The New Diamond 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
29 - 36 

(8 ebooks)
• A Diamond Ascension: Volumes 1-8 Step 4

Step 5 - The 
Emerald Pathway

The New Emerald 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
37 - 41 

(5 ebooks)
• The Emerald Awakening: Suites 1-4 Step 5

Step 6 - The 
Golden-White Light 

Pathway

The New Golden 
Consciousness &  

The New White Light 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
42 - 49 

(8 ebooks)

• Golden Divinity: Volumes 1-3 
[Ebooks 42 - 44] 

• White Light Wisdom: Volumes 4-8 
[Ebooks 45 - 49]

Step 6

Step 7 - The Grand 
Ascension Pathway

The Grand New Golden 
Consciousness

Ebooks  
50 - 56 

(7 ebooks)

• The Grand New Golden Journey: 
Volumes 1&2 [Ebooks 50 - 51] 

• The Grand New Silver Journey:  
Volumes 3&4 [Ebooks 52 & 53] 

• The Grand New White-Wisdom Journey: 
Volumes 5-7 [Ebooks 54-56]

Step 7

Welcome to Phase II and The Maitri Levels of Consciousness!

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/the-diamond-pathway.html
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/the-emerald-pathway.html
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Prerequisites For This Ebook

 
Welcome!  

Please ensure that before you begin this Volume Three  - New Blue Moon course you: 

1) Have completed Pathway To Light Volume Two - The Silver Line.

2) Have allowed yourself the required timeframe of 3 weeks from the completion of The Silver 
Line. 

3) Have activated (unlocked) the New Blue Moon energies and attunements using the 
activation code & instructions on the next page.

4) Have (optionally) completed The Syon Cleanse and Maitrijusha & Maitrijusha-Ni courses.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.  
With love, we wish you well on your New Blue Moon journey! 

Helpful Resources For This Ebook

Sign up for free monthly Ascension Healing (sent on the 11th of the month)

Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook Group

Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook

Download the Ascension Pathway Insights ebook as an accompaniment to this ebook

Visit The Love Inspiration Ascension Pathway FAQ webpages

Visit our Free Music & Relaxation webpage

Accelerate Your Ascension Pathway

Sign up for an Ascension Healing Booster

Find out how you can help

Read our Disclaimer and Copyright Information

                                                              www.loveinspiration.org.nz                                      V13: 10.09.22IV
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Activating (Unlocking) The New Blue Moon Energies: 
Before opening up to these beautiful ascension energies, it is 
very important that you firstly activate or ‘unlock’ the 
energies & attunements in this ebook. Once this is completed, 
you will then be ready to begin!

The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using 
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies 
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and 
should only take you around five minutes or so to complete.

(For more information about the activation codes or the 
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).

1) Preparation: 
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some healing or relaxing music, light 
some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience. 

2) Invocation: 
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position and saying the following:

3) Receiving: 
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. After this 
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!

4) Understanding: 
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and 
Prescribed Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the 
maximum benefits from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. After this, you are 
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these beautiful ascension energies! May you enjoy 
these with much love & light and with an intention to benefit all beings.

***********

                                                              www.loveinspiration.org.nz                                      V13: 10.09.22V

“With infinite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the 
energies & attunements of New Blue Moon.  

With the unique activation code 777353719 may this be so.  
May this activation benefit all beings. 

Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”
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Foreword: 
It is with much love & warmth that we welcome you to another beautiful series of ascension based  
attunements, purification practices and deep energetic healing! After receiving the love abundance 
from The Silver Line series and after completing The Syon Cleanse and Maitrijusha & Maitrijusha-Ni 
courses, you are now ready to ascend, transcend and open up the vast array of blessings that are 
bestowed upon you here as part of the New Blue Moon series.

Therefore, we are most humbled and 
excited to share these energies with 
you here noting that from this point, 
the ascension based energies have 
evolved so that they are far more 
simplified. 

In addition to this, we have also 
d e c i d e d t o t a k e m o r e o f a 
minimalistic approach to this ebook 
in order to help cut down the amount 
of time it takes to read through each 
section. We have done this to help 
make the ascension process easier 
and more streamlined for you so that 
you can more easily continue on 
through the many more ebooks & 
exciting ascension energies that are 
still to come!

As you walk into the New Blue 
Moon, you will see that these 
energies are received over three main 
growth phases; with each phase 
bringing a variety of different 
practices into your life. 

Through Marty and Gerry’s own experiences, they have found that these practices have helped to 
bring a new sense of understanding & clarity about the ideas of truth, love & The New Consciousness 
and they truly hope that the New Blue Moon can help you to open up to a more ascended state of 
being also! 

We truly hope that you will enjoy the ascension processes happening here throughout this next six 
months or so and may these beautiful New Blue Moon energies help to bring about an awakened & 
love filed perspective into all areas of your life! 

May all beings live in happiness, wonderment &  
infinite love throughout all realms, dimensions & times! 
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Get The Most Current Version Of The New Blue 
Moon Ebook! 
Please note that this ebook is updated as further information comes to light, 
therefore before you begin, and periodically throughout your attunements if 
you wish, please visit our website to check you have the most current 
version. The version number and date are listed in the bottom right hand 
corner of each page of the book and only the version on our website will 
always be the most current.
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An Overview Of This Ascension Pathway: 
As you completed The Silver Line energies, we recommended that use your 3 week resting period to 
open up to The Syon Cleanse & Maitrijusha & Maitrijusha-Ni courses. These have been an important 
preparation for the energies found here within this ebook so please, if you have not yet completed 
these courses, we kindly ask that you do so before continuing on.     

Having now completed both of these courses, we lovingly invite you to move into these deeply 
transformational energies and ascend into higher ways of living through these beautiful New Blue 
Moon energies!

And as we look forwards once again to the journey that lies ahead, you will see here that these 
Universal Truth Attunements are the final layer of ascension-based healing prior to moving into the 
highly sophisticated and higher vibrational Elemental Attunements.

With each step forwards into these beautiful and highly evolved energies, you will be absorbed and 
uplifted by these five Elemental frequencies as your energy field is prepared for being welcomed 
officially into the vibration of The New Consciousness. Therefore, as a reminder here of the beautiful 
energies that lie ahead, we refer you to the summary table below:

                                                              www.loveinspiration.org.nz                                      V13: 10.09.22IX

Ascension Pathway: Pathway To Light

Volume Ebook Name Nature Of 
Energies 

Completion 
Timeframe

Volume 1 The Golden Mile Universal Love 12 months

Volume 2 The Silver Line Universal Peace 6 months

Volume 3 New Blue Moon Universal Truth 9 months

Volume 4 Red Fire Fox Elemental Fire 5 months

Volume 5 The Emerald Stone Elemental Earth 10 months

Volume 6 The Blue Canal Elemental Water 7 months

Volume 7 The Wind Elemental Elemental Wind 6 months

Volume 8 The Grey Smoke Elemental Ether 8 months

Total Completion Time for the ‘Pathway To Light’ Series = approx. 63 months / 6 ¼ years

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/divine-cleansing.html
http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/master-level-symbols.html
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An Introduction To New Blue Moon: 
This is the introduction we received from the Guides about New Blue Moon and we share this with 
you here in this introductory stage with much love & light!

“Welcome to New Blue Moon! We are deeply in gratitude to you for your continued ascension on this healing 
journey. Know that your partaking in raising your vibration has a wide and varied affect on the collective 

consciousness for all beings. Again, we are deeply grateful for, and humbled by, your contribution. 

New Blue Moon is split into three phases, each of which has a specific ascension and healing role. 

During Phase One we open to the light of the cosmos in a way that has not yet been shown during this 
energy pathway. The energies are rich and strong and beneficial for your growth and inner healing. 

During Phase Two we reach a point of complete realignment as the energies manifest us into a pathway of 
clear and more direct light. 

And during Phase Three we open to a higher frequency again; a new source of energy and light that manifests 
itself within our aura in order to benefit our continued growth on this pathway. Think of this as the foundation 

for the fourth ebook in this series. 

With light and deep Blue Moon energies we wish you well on your New Blue Moon journey. Keep your love 
light lit at all times and you shall manifest great healing and abundance during this time. 

Go well.”  ~ Ossion 
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An Outline Of New Blue Moon - Levels & Timeframes: 
With much love we again welcome and congratulate you on taking this step into your own healing, 
growth and purification for the benefit of all! Below, please find on outline of the levels and 
approximate timeframes for Pathway To Light - New Blue Moon.

                                                              www.loveinspiration.org.nz                                      V13: 10.09.22XI

Pathway to Light - New Blue Moon

Phase Name Levels Minimum Timeframe 
To Complete

One Full Moon

A : 3 weeks

Approx. 12 weeks /  
3 months

B : 3 weeks

C : 3 weeks

D : 3 weeks

Two Half Moon

1) : 3 weeks

Approx. 8 weeks /  
2 months2) : 3 weeks

3) : 2 weeks

Three New Moon

i) : 1 week

Approx. 4 weeks /  
1 month

ii) : 1 week

iii) : 1 week

iv) : 1 week

16 weeks rest before commencing Vol 4 - Red-Fire Fox

Total Completion Time for New Blue Moon =  
Approximately 40 weeks / 9 months

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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Universal Truth Attunements 
Phase One - Full Moon 

Welcome to the first New Blue Moon phase! 
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1. Introducing The First Phase - Full Moon: 

Welcome to the first phase of this Pathway To Light series; Full Moon. It is with great pleasure that 
we welcome you to yet another transpiring and uplifting accumulation of energies that have been 
received for the collective benefit of all.

NOTE: Before you begin New Blue Moon, please ensure that you have activated (unlocked) the 
New Blue Moon energies & attunements prior to commencing.

The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process which unlocks the energies and 
gives you access to them. Once you have unlocked the 
energies, this means that you have activated ALL  the 
energies & attunements in this whole ebook specifically 
for you. 

You are therefore then ready to continue your New Blue 
Moon journey by working through this ebook, at your 
own pace and receiving the energies as you feel guided. 

If you have not yet activated / unlocked the New Blue 
Moon energies & attunements for yourself, you may do 
this by following the instructions on Page IV of this 
ebook.

Once you have unlocked the New Blue Moon energies, you are ready to begin the first phase - Full 
Moon. Here is the beautiful welcome message from the Guides for Phase One - New Moon.

“Greetings dear ones and welcome again to the New Blue Moon Phase One.  
It is with deep and astounding love that we offer you our services in this first paramount  

energy core of the New Blue Moon healing system. 

Please do not be afraid of the outcomes of the energies you will be receiving during this time;  
there will indeed be changes however they will subtle. And remember always you have  
free will in choosing what you partake in in this life. No energy change is ever strictly  
manifested for just one purpose, so allow yourself to come to all conclusions before  

choosing an energetic pathway that is right for you. We wish not to confuse you dear ones,  
so we will leave this as is. 
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Moving into the Phase One teachings you are to begin with the deep ‘Truth Scrolls’ -  
an intermittent healing practice in itself - as the scrolls carry deep healing vibrations within them.  

Recite as many times per day as possible to gain the maximum benefit.  

These scrolls bring in the energies of the truth consciousness into your energy  
as a preparatory beginning to the New Blue Moon energies. Do not underestimate  

the importance of these specific scrolls as they are indeed  
‘fully powered energy carriers’. Use wisely for the benefit of all. 

Throughout the Phase One energies you will again have access to highly powered energy  
symbols for use in bringing through the energies you require at each stage. By now you will be  

trusting your intuition in using these symbols and taking the estimated timeframes as guidelines only. 
Work always as what is best for you. 

Completing the Phase One energies will bring you much growth  
and inner healing and will help to align you in preparation for  

the Phase Two energies.  
 

Allow the Phase One symbols to fill you with abundant light as  
you walk through the healing phases.  

Know that we are with you always and that your light is abundant; more so than you realise. may truth 
and healing light your way.” 

~ Oppion 
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An outline of Phase One: Full Moon - timelines and practices:

 of                                                     www.loveinspiration.org.nz                                       V13: 10.09.225 34

Phase One: Full Moon

Part Weeks Days Information

A 1 - 3 
(3 weeks)

1 - 21 Read the Universal Truth Scrolls 
(3 weeks)

B 4 - 6 
(3 weeks)

22 - 28 Rest (1 week)

29 - 35 Ossion symbol practice (1 week)

36 - 42 Rest (1 week)

C
7 - 9

(3 weeks)

43 - 44 Perrion symbol practice (2 days)

45 - 54 Rest (10 days)

55 - 56 Omion symbol practice (2 days)

57 - 63 Rest (1 week)

D
10 - 12

(3 weeks)

64 - 71 Rest (8 days)

72 Oppion symbol practice (1 day)

73 - 75 Rest (3 days)

76 - 77 Piion symbol practice (2 days)

78 - 84 Rest (1 week)

Total Completion Time For Phase One = 84 days / 12 weeks

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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2. Phase One: Full Moon - Part A Practices: 
As per the Guide’s messages, the practice for Part A is three weeks of reciting (out loud or silently - as 
you wish) the Universal Truth Scrolls. This can be done as many times per day as you are able, as per 
their instructions:

“Moving into the Phase One teachings you are to begin with the deep ‘Truth Scrolls’ - an intermittent 
healing practice in itself - as the scrolls carry deep healing vibrations within them. Recite as many 

times per day as possible to gain the maximum benefit. These scrolls bring in the energies of the truth 
consciousness into your energy as a preparatory beginning to the New Blue Moon energies.  

Do not underestimate the importance of these specific scrolls as they are indeed ‘fully  
powered energy carriers’. Use wisely for the benefit of all.” 

Turn to the next page for The Universal Truth Scrolls:
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The Unified Truth Scrolls

1 All is not beyond the Truth. All is the Truth.

2 Truth is not identifiable through egoic or self-cherishing means; it is a realisation of faith, 
trust and unity.

3 By all means possible, invest in the Truth; for it shall shine the light to salvation.

4 Inhibit the need to ‘know’ the Truth, for it is only apparent through the essence of being.

5 Let light lead you to the Truth and believe in it - for all.

6 Not all beings have reached the Truth. Nurture them and allow them to blossom, no matter 
how infinitely small they believe themselves to be.

7 Through the heart we find love; through the deepened compassionate heart we find Truth.

8 Move freely in the Truth; allow it to radiate for the highest good of all.

9 The Truth seeks no suffering; only alleviates it.

10 Be mindful of the Truth, always.

11 Unification through Truth awakens all. Let Truth be thy unity.

12 Seek Truth for the benefit of all.

13 Where there is loss or confusion, seek Truth.

14 Help others in seeking and finding the Truth. This is important.

15 The truth of all enlightens even the darkest of all infinite moments.

16 Infinitesimal channels of light prevail in the Truth, infinite in number, each carrying wisdom 
and being radiated for the benefit of all.

17 Be not afraid of the Truth. Let it liberate and embrace you, and all.

18 Once all untruth is forgotten, only then can complete Truth be unveiled.

19 Radiate and shine Truth always. Do not forsake even one opportunity to embrace it.

20 With help from all, the Truth is realised. It is not possible to achieve on one’s own.

21 Liberate all with The Unified Truth.
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3. Phase One: Full Moon - Part B Practices: 
After finishing the Part A practices of reading through The Unified Truth Scrolls for 3 weeks, you are 
now ready to complete the Part B practices. Part B is completed as follows:

Step 1: Rest for 1 week

Step 2: Complete the Ossion symbol practice for 1 week

Step 3: Rest for 1 week

During step 2, the symbol Ossion is to be placed into the Heart Chakra, once per 
day for 3-5 minutes. This is to be repeated for a total of 7 days. We hope you enjoy 
these very simple and easy practices! 
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OSSION How To Draw OSSION

Ossion 
(Pronounced Oss - see - on)

1
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4. Phase One: Full Moon - Part C Practices: 
After completing the Part B practices, Part C follows on immediately 
after your final one week rest break. Part C can be completed as follows: 

Step 1: Complete 2 days of symbol practice for Perrion  

Step 2: Rest for 10 days

Step 3: Complete 2 days of symbol practice for Omion

Step 4: Rest for 7 days

During step 1, the symbol Perrion is to be placed into the Crown Chakra, twice per day for 3 minutes. 
This is to be repeated for a total of 2 days. 
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PERRION How To Draw PERRION

Perrion 
(Pronounced Peer - ree - on)

1
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During step 3, the symbol Omion is to be placed into the Third Eye Chakra, three times per day for 
4-5 minutes. This is to be repeated for 2 days. 
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OMION How To Draw OMION

Omion 
(Pronounced Omm - ee - on)

1
2

3
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5. Phase One: Full Moon - Part D Practices: 
The Part D practices are again very simple and easy to follow along with and can 
be completed after the Part C practices have been completed. Part D can be 
completed as follows:

Step 1: Rest for 8 days

Step 2: Complete 1 day of symbol practice for Oppion

Step 3: Rest for 3 days

Step 4: Complete 2 days of symbol practice for Piion

Step 5: Rest for 7 days

For step 2, the symbol Oppion is to be placed into the Heart Chakra first and then 
the Throat Chakra - three times per day for 2 minutes per chakra. This is to done for one day only. 
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OPPION How To Draw OPPION

Oppion 
(Pronounced Opp - pee - on) 

1

2
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For step 4, the symbol Piion is to be placed into the Crown Chakra, once per day for 2-4 minutes. This 
is to be repeated for 2 days.

Congratulations!  
You have just completed the first phase of the Blue Moon and have ascended up into a higher realm 
of understanding, love & consciousness. With much love, warmth & humility, we hope that you will 
continue moving through this New Blue Moon journey!  
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PIION How To Draw PIION

Piion 
(Pronounced Pee - on)

2

1
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6. Introducing The Second Phase - Half Moon: 
Welcome to this second phase of the Blue Moon!

IMPORTANT REMINDER: When you activated the energies for this ebook (on Page IV), this has 
activated all of the energies and attunements for the entire ebook. Therefore, you can simply follow 

along with the below instructions to receive these Second Phase energies with love!

Please find below the message from the Guides about this beautiful second phase ascension process! 

“Like all cycles, fullness (full moon) must be rotated into corrosion to allow for new growth (new moon) to take 
place. The place of half moon is a semi-breakdown of an old status quo; a half way ‘marker’ if you will, 

allowing an understanding of what is to come. 

With the half moon energies in place, one will find themselves closing to old truths in  
preparation for opening into new ones. 

Here at this level, we are tested as to what old truths no longer serve us.  
What are we holding onto that does not serve the infinite benefit of all? 

Release and surrender. Allow the old to corrode and break down as now is the time. Use your  
light to help you let go and do not be afraid, please. Remember that after breakdown there  

always follows new growth. Be sure of this as you continue your Pathway To Light. 

With Half Moon abundance and blessings, we trust that your truth is beginning its awakening.  
May you find infinite blessings in its significance for the benefit of all.  

With truth deep in our heart from us to you." 

~ The Rossion Fifty
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Here is an outline of the Phase Two practices and prescribed timeframes - you will notice here that 
the practices in phase two are slightly different from phase 1 as we now return to the ‘attunement’ 
setting of receiving these energies. We hope you enjoy this change in your practice and may these 
energies bring you much new understanding and subtle awakening into your being!
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Phase Two: Half Moon

Part Weeks Days Information

One
1 - 3

(3 weeks)

1 Attunement 1

2 - 21 Rest (20 days)

Two
4 - 6 

(3 weeks)

22 Attunement 2

23 - 42 Rest (20 days)

Three
7 - 8

(2 weeks)

43 Attunement 3

44 - 56 Rest (13 days)

Total Completion Time For Phase Two = 56 days / 8 weeks

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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7. Phase Two: Half Moon -  Attunement One: 
Attunement One is to be completed on day one and only needs to be 
taken once. Please follow the below instructions to ensure that your 
attunement is successful.

1. Preparation: 
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that 
you will not be disturbed for at least 20 minutes. Perhaps you wish 
to play some soft healing or relaxing music, light some candles or 
burn some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Half Moon Attunement One: 
Invoke the attunement by placing the hands together, fingertips  
touching (prayer position) and saying the following:  

Now your attunement will commence and will take around 5-10 minutes to finish so it is best to sit 
or lie down for around 15 minutes. You can time yourself or simply wait until you feel the energy 
drop off a little bit.  If you wish to, the Guides emphasised that during the attunement time you 
“Open to love!” and “Open to truth!”. So you may wish to do this in whatever way feels right for you.

3. Closing the attunement:
At the end of the attunement, finish by placing your hands in prayer 
position again and giving  thanks for receiving the attunement. You 
may wish to say something like:

After Attunement One has been completed - please rest for 20 days 
before commencing Attunement Two i.e. on day 22.
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“With the deepest gratitude, I open and honourably request the 
Half Moon Attunement One. May it’s energies bring me to a 

vibration that will benefit all. With infinite love, 
 thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for receiving 
the divine Half Moon Attunement One. 

May these beautiful energies help me to shine my light for the 
benefit all beings. Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/free-music--relaxation.html
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8. Phase Two: Half Moon -  Attunement Two: 
Attunement Two is to be completed on day twenty-two and only needs to be taken once. Please 
follow the below instructions to ensure that your attunement is 
successful.

1. Preparation: 
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that 
you will not be disturbed for at least 20 minutes. Perhaps you wish to 
play some soft healing or relaxing music, light some candles or burn 
some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Half Moon Attunement Two: 
Invoke the attunement by placing the hands together, fingertips  
touching (prayer position) and saying the following:  

Now your attunement will commence and will take around 5-10 minutes to finish so it is best to sit 
or lie down for around 15 minutes. You can time yourself or simply wait until you feel the energy 
drop off a little bit.  If you wish to, the Guides emphasised that during the attunement time you 
“Open to love!” and “Open to truth!”. So you may wish to do this in whatever way feels right for you.

3. Closing the attunement:
At the end of the attunement, finish by placing your hands in prayer 
position again and giving  thanks for receiving the attunement. You 
may wish to say something like:

After Attunement Two has been completed - please rest for 20 days 
before commencing Attunement Three i.e. on day 43.
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“With deep and respectful blessings, I ask to be attuned to the 
Half Moon second attunement. May my light be filled with 

abundant and fruitful gifts for the benefit of all.  
With infinite grace, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for receiving 
the  divine Half Moon Attunement Two. 

May these beautiful energies help me to shine my light for the 
benefit all beings. Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/free-music--relaxation.html
http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/energy-based-healing--meditation-new.html
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9. Phase Two: Half Moon -  Attunement Three: 
Attunement Three is to be completed on day forty-three and only needs to be taken once. Please 
follow the below instructions to ensure that your attunement is successful.

1. Preparation: 
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not 
be disturbed for at least 20 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft healing or 
relaxing music, light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Half Moon Attunement Three: 
Invoke the attunement by placing the hands together, fingertips  touching (prayer 
position) and saying the following:  

Now your attunement will commence and will take around 5-10 minutes to finish so it is best to sit 
or lie down for around 15 minutes. You can time yourself or simply wait until you feel the energy 
drop off a little bit.  If you wish to, the Guides emphasised that during the attunement time you 
“Open to love!” and “Open to truth!”. So you may wish to do this in whatever way feels right for you.

3. Closing the attunement:
At the end of the attunement, finish by placing your hands in prayer position again and giving  
thanks for receiving the attunement. You may wish to say something like:

*** An important note here from the Guides: “After 5 days from Attunement 3, the Half Moon 
energies will begin their descent into your aura; rest wisely during this time and ‘bathe in the moonlight!”

After Attunement Three is complete, please rest for 13 days before commencing Phase Three.
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“May the Collective Half Moon energies grant me the key to 
Attunement Three. I open with love and ask for infinite truth to 
prevail through each of my elements. Without abandon, may I 

be granted Universal Truth for the infinite benefit of all.  
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for receiving 
the  divine Half Moon Attunement Three. 

May these beautiful energies help me to shine my light for the 
benefit all beings. Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/free-music--relaxation.html
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/free-music--relaxation.html
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10. Introducing The Third Phase - New Moon: 
Having now finished the Full Moon and Half Moon phases, we are delighted to welcome you to this 
third and final phase, New Moon. Here is the message from the Guides about this third phase finale! 

“Welcome to the truth filled delights of Phase 3; the New Moon. With love we grant you  
passage to complete the New Blue Moon at this level for the truth-filled benefit of all! 

With the help and blessings of many ascended ones, you are being offered a love-filled state of 
abundance and guidance in the form of eleven simple yet profoundly transforming ‘guidelines’. 

Each precept comes to you with an earth-shattering fuel of healing and light - and  
should you choose to fully immerse yourself in the teachings, each one will bring  

abundance, healing & growth that cannot be imagined.  

Take each precept into your heart in order to understand it’s meaning and do not be fooled  
into playing tricks with the mind in order to manipulate or understand the meaning.  

Each precept holds energies that only the heart is able to fully assimilate. 

Use your inner wisdom and guidance and allow the precepts to manifest their deep understanding  
within you. For this shall be rewarded with the New Blue Moon understandings of Universal Truth. 

Watch and listen as your truth begins to manifest concurrent changes in your life and  
know that all is happening in divine accordance with your deepest intention. 

Congratulations on your ascension to the New Blue Moon. You will begin to manifest its  
energies after part 4 (and this ebook) is complete. 

Continue to invest time and energy into the precepts on an ongoing basis and you  
shall continue to be rewarded. For now however, we again congratulate you on your  

New Blue Moon energetic ascension. 

Allow yourself 6 - 8 weeks minimum before proceeding onwards  
on your Pathway To Light journey. 

May your New Blue Moon be a truth-filled understanding that you accomplish and radiate for all. 

With truthful essence.” 

~ Ession & The Plane of Gatherers
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Here is an overview of the phase three practices. You will notice here that the Guides have now 
combined the attunement processes with the reciting of precepts in order to bring more love & 
understanding into your life!

“Truth is what we experience through the eyes  
of the collective love consciousness”
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Phase Three: New Moon

Part Days Information

i)
1 Attunement 1

1 - 7 Recite Precepts 1 - 3

ii)
8 Attunement 2

8 - 14 Recite Precepts 4 - 6

iii)
15 Attunement 3

15 - 21 Recite Precepts 7- 9

iv)
22 Attunement 4

22 - 28 Recite Precepts 10 - 11

16 weeks rest before commencing Volume 4 - Red-Fire Fox

Total Completion Time For Phase Three = 28 days / 4 weeks  
(+ 16 weeks rest before commencing Volume 4 - Red-Fire Fox)

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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11. Phase Three: New Moon -  Practices & Precepts:
As outlined in the table above, there are four parts to Phase Four, with each part requiring an 
attunement to be received followed by the recital of some of The Eleven Maitri Precepts. These 
precepts have been brought through to this world through Mahasambodhi Dharmasangha Guru and 
if you would like to know more about Him or these teachings - please visit www.bsds.org.

The Precepts may be recited out loud, or silently, whichever feels more right for you and they are to 
be recited as many times as possible throughout the timeframes provided. The more the better!
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The Eleven Maitri Precepts 
1. Never discriminate on the basis of name, gender, appearance, complexion, class, 

belief, community, power, position or qualification. Even discard differentiating 
between the concepts of material and spiritual. 

2. Having become acquainted with the eternal Dharma, the path and the Guru, 
respect all religions and beliefs. 

3. Forsake lying, arguing, blaming, belittling, making accusations and spreading 
falsehood through baseless gossip. 

4. Throughout life, always renounce negative actions by following the Guru path. 
Always be dissolved in the Guru essence. 

5. Forsake philosophies or ways that make boundaries and divisiveness. Take up 
the perfect path. 

6. Not having reached enlightenment oneself, do not seek to prove what it is with 
clever words. Whilst still in confusion do not make others confused. 

7. Renounce such demonic conduct as killing sentient beings and violence. 
Consume pure nourishment only. 

8. Do not hold narrow minded opinions about people and countries on the basis of 
national identity. 

9. By following the perfect Guru path, perform actions that benefit the whole world 
as well as yourself. 

10. When one realises the truth the perfect Guru path takes form. Achieve 
enlightenment for the benefit of all beings. 

11. Staying in the highest and deepest state of heart & mind, assimilate these 
precepts within the self and be free from all bondage. 

http://www.bsds.org
http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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12. Phase Three: New Moon -  Attunement One: 
Attunement One is to be received on day one and only needs to 
be taken once. Please follow the below instructions to ensure 
that your attunement is successful.

1. Preparation: 
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring 
that you will not be disturbed for at least 20 minutes. Perhaps 
you wish to play some soft healing or relaxing music, light some 
candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The New Moon Attunement One: 
Invoke the attunement by placing the hands together, fingertips 
touching (prayer position) and saying the following:  

Now your attunement will commence and will take at least 12 minutes to finish so it is best to sit or 
lie down for around 15 minutes. You can time yourself or simply wait until you feel the energy drop 
off a little bit.

3. Closing the attunement:
At the end of the attunement, finish by placing your hands in prayer position again and giving  
thanks for receiving the attunement. You may wish to say something like:

After Attunement One is complete, please recite Precepts 1, 2 & 3 as often 
as possible for seven days. Attunement Two can then be received on day 8.
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“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for receiving 
the  divine New Moon Attunement One. 

May these Divine Truth energies help me to expand and open 
into a deeper understanding in order to benefit all beings.  

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

“With loving grace and divine guidance, I open to the New 
Moon energies of Attunement One. May I be guided into a 
state of full enlightened truth for the benefit of all. May I 

embody the elements of The Eleven Maitri Precepts in order 
to fulfil my Universal Truth understanding for the divine 

and ultimate purpose of my Pathway To Light.  
With truth filled thanks, [insert name].”

https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/free-music--relaxation.html
http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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13. Phase Three: New Moon -  Attunement Two: 
Attunement Two is to be completed on eight and only needs 
to be taken once. Please follow the below instructions to 
ensure that your attunement is successful.

1. Preparation: 
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, 
ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at least 20 
minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft healing or 
relaxing music, light some candles or burn some incense to 
create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The New Moon Attunement Two: 
Invoke the attunement by placing the hands together, fingertips 
touching (prayer position) and saying the following:  

Now your attunement will commence and will take at least 12 minutes to finish so it is best to sit or 
lie down for around 15 minutes. You can time yourself or simply wait until you feel the energy drop 
off a little bit.

3. Closing the attunement:
At the end of the attunement, finish by placing your hands in prayer position again and giving  
thanks for receiving the attunement. You may wish to say something like:

After Attunement Two is complete, please recite Precepts 4, 5 & 6 as often 
as possible for seven days (days 8 - 14). Attunement Three can then be received on day 15.
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“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for receiving 
the  divine New Moon Attunement Two. 

May these Divine Truth energies help me to expand and open 
into a deeper understanding in order to benefit all beings.  

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

“With loving grace and divine guidance, I open to the New 
Moon energies of Attunement Two. May I be guided into a 
state of full enlightened truth for the benefit of all. May I 

embody the elements of The Eleven Maitri Precepts in order 
to fulfil my Universal Truth understanding for the divine 

and ultimate purpose of my Pathway To Light.  
With truth filled thanks, [insert name].”

https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/free-music--relaxation.html
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/free-music--relaxation.html
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14. Phase Three: New Moon -  Attunement Three: 
Attunement Three is to be completed on day fifteen and only 
needs to be taken once. Please follow the below instructions to 
ensure that your attunement is successful.

1. Preparation: 
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring 
that you will not be disturbed for at least 20 minutes. Perhaps 
you wish to play some soft healing or relaxing music, light some 
candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The New Moon Attunement Three:
Invoke the attunement by placing the hands together, fingertips 
touching (prayer position) and saying the following:  

Now your attunement will commence and will take at least 12 minutes to finish so it is best to sit or 
lie down for around 15 minutes. You can time yourself or simply wait until you feel the energy drop 
off a little bit.

3. Closing the attunement:
At the end of the attunement, finish by placing your hands in prayer position again and giving  
thanks for receiving the attunement. You may wish to say something like:

After Attunement Three is complete, please recite Precepts 7, 8 & 9 as often 
as possible for seven days (days 15 - 21). Attunement Four can then be received on day 22.
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“With loving grace and divine guidance, I open to the New 
Moon energies of Attunement Three. May I be guided into a 

state of full enlightened truth for the benefit of all. May I 
embody the elements of The Eleven Maitri Precepts in order 

to fulfil my Universal Truth understanding for the divine 
and ultimate purpose of my Pathway To Light.  

With truth filled thanks, [insert name].”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for receiving 
the  divine New Moon Attunement Three. 

May these Divine Truth energies help me to expand and open 
into a deeper understanding in order to benefit all beings.  

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/free-music--relaxation.html
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15. Phase Three: New Moon -  Attunement Four: 
Attunement Four is to be received on day twenty-two and only needs to be completed once. Please 
follow the below instructions to ensure that your attunement is successful.

1. Preparation: 
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 20 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft healing or relaxing music, 
light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The New Moon Attunement Four: 
Invoke the attunement by placing the hands together, fingertips touching 
(prayer position) and saying the following:  

Now your attunement will commence and will take at least 12 minutes to finish so it is best to sit or 
lie down for around 15 minutes. You can time yourself or simply wait until you feel the energy drop 
off a little bit.

3. Closing the attunement:
At the end of the attunement, finish by placing your hands in prayer position again and giving 
thanks for receiving the attunement. You may wish to say something like:

After Attunement Four is complete, please recite Precepts 10 & 11 as often 
as possible for seven days (days 22 - 28). After which, you are then finished Phase Three and 

Pathway To Light - New Blue Moon!

 * 16 weeks rest before commencing Vol 4 - Red-Fire Fox
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“With loving grace and divine guidance, I open to the New 
Moon energies of Attunement Four. May I be guided into a 
state of full enlightened truth for the benefit of all. May I 

embody the elements of The Eleven Maitri Precepts in order 
to fulfil my Universal Truth understanding for the divine 

and ultimate purpose of my Pathway To Light.  
With truth filled thanks, [insert name].”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for receiving 
the  divine New Moon Attunement Four. 

May these Divine Truth energies help me to expand and open 
into a deeper understanding in order to benefit all beings.  

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

https://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/free-music--relaxation.html
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You have now completed  

Pathway To Light -  

New Blue Moon! 
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16. You Have Now Opened Two Treasure Chests - Enjoy! 
As part of these Ascension Pathways, at various points along the way, Love Inspiration would like to 
offer you a series of very special ‘Treasure Chests’ so that you can tap into abundance!

Each treasure chest will contain a highly unique and divinely enriching set of Higher Consciousness 
energies that will help to make your Ascension Pathway easier and more enjoyable and it is with 
much love & light that we offer these to you. 

These Treasure Chests are being offered as an energetic reward for all the hard work that you have 
done on your ascension journey so far. And here, we are delighted to say that you have now opened 
not one, but TWO, very exciting Treasure Chests here at the end of the New Blue Moon teachings. 
May you enjoy these now with much love & light and with an intention to benefit all!

There is no minimum timeframe for completing these courses however you will notice that both of 
these courses do have important prerequisites that need to be completed (and it has been for this 
reason why we asked you to complete both prerequisite courses as you completed The Silver Line).  

As you continue forwards on your Ascension Pathway, please know that there will be many more 
exciting Treasure Chests being shared with you but for now, we hope that you will enjoy these 
wonderful energetic treasures for the absolute and infinite benefit of all!  

1). The Advanced Syon Cleanse:
The first Treasure Chest contains the energies of The Advanced Syon Cleanse. And as we mentioned 
in The Silver Line ebook, these Advanced Syon Cleanse energies can help to provide you with a very 
effective way of clearing away and releasing old energies from within. These energies will become 
especially important as you progress into the highly evolved energies of the Elemental Attunements! 

As explained by the Guides, it is very important that each ‘ascendee’ start to use these kinds of 
advanced cleansing energies regularly as they continue to progress into the higher energetic 
attunements of the Elementals so it is here, with much love, that we are delighted to offer you this 
divinely inspired gift for the benefit of all. 
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Congratulations! 
By reaching this point, you have now unlocked this 

beautiful treasure chest which contains the energies of: 

~ The Advanced Syon Cleanse ~
To access these energies, simply 

download your ebook here and begin! 

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/advanced-syon-cleanse.html
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2). Maitrijusha Gold Infinity:
In addition to these highly effective advanced cleansing energies, 
you will now also have access to another wonderfully expansive 
and profound set of healing energies through the Maitrijusha Gold 
Infinity symbol. Here, you will be guided towards shining your 
brilliant love outwards into all corners of the infinite 
consciousness as you open up to a deeper layer of healing & 
purification from within. 

For those of you who have already completed the first Maitrijusha 
& Maitrijusha-Ni course after your Silver Line teachings (and 
hopefully this will be all of you), we kindly ask here that you wait 
for a period of 17 days from the completion of the New Blue Moon before receiving Maitrijusha Gold 
Infinity. This instruction was received by the Guides as a way of helping the New Blue Moon energies 
to be fully assimilated and settled into your consciousness before opening up to any new energies. 

After completing the New Blue Moon, there is a prescribed waiting timeframe of 16 weeks before 
moving into the Red-Fire Fox (Volume 4). Therefore, we invite you to take these next 4 months to 
receive both of these Treasure Chests, as you feel guided to, so that your energy field can be prepared 
for the very significant vibrational uplift happening through the Red-Fire Fox energies.
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Congratulations! 
By reaching this point, you have now unlocked this 

beautiful treasure chest which contains the energies of: 

~ Maitrijusha Gold Infinity ~
To access these energies, simply 

download your ebook here and begin! 

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz
http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/maitrijusha-gold-infinity.html
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17. Final Comments: 
Congratulations on your completion of New Blue Moon and for finishing yet another spiritual 
milestone for both yourself and for the benefit of all! We are deeply humbled by your commitment 
to this pathway and to your new divine light!

If you would like a certificate for completing Pathway To Light - Volume 3 - New Blue Moon, please 
click on the link to be taken to our website where you can download a certificate for this course in 
PDF format. Simply print it out and fill it in as you wish. Congratulations!

As the Guides have said, you will most likely begin to feel these energies moving and shifting as you 
finish the fourth attunement so please look out for subtle changes in awakening & understanding in 
the coming weeks ahead!

May we suggest that you take this next few weeks to simply rest, digest and assimilate these New 
Blue Moon energies and then as you feel ready, you will be able to open up and start receiving both 
of your energetic treasures. And please remember that you will need to wait for a period of 17 days 
(minimum) before receiving and opening up to the Maitrijusha Gold Infinity energies! 

After completing the New Blue Moon, the Guides have recommended that a minimum of 4 months 
be waited before moving forwards into the Red-Fire Fox energies. During this next 4 months, it is 
very likely that you will be guided towards moving through a series of hidden but important changes 
as you are being prepared to move into these very significant and Higher Consciousness frequencies 
of the Elemental Attunements. During this time you may also like to sign up for an Ascension 
Healing Booster to help accelerate your healing journey.

Once your 4 month resting period has been completed, we invite you into the beautiful Volume 4 
ebook: Red-Fire Fox with much love! And again, as the Guides explained to us, the Red-Fire Fox 
represents a very significant step up in energetic vibration as you open up to receiving this first 
element - Fire.  

From this point forward, as you receive each new volume of energies, you will now be opening up to 
an entirely new series of divinely guided upgrades and ascension processes from. Starting with the 
Fire Elemental (volume 4), Earth Elemental (Volume 5), Water Elemental (Volume 6), Wind / Air 
Elemental (Volume 7) and finally, the Ether Elemental (Volume 8).

Each Elemental has it’s own ascension based healing attributes and each one will be building on the 
previous set of energies. And with this, we trust that you will enjoy 
the Elemental journey! 

May all beings be infinitely happy & free  
from suffering and may love unite our world!

With Divine Pathway To Light Blessings, 

Love Inspiration & 
Maitri Foundation 
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Would You Like To Help? 

You have received these energies and teachings freely and with love due  
to the humble and altruistic grace of our donors, sponsors, teachers & 
translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and would like to help  

make them continually and freely available for others to heal, grow and  
awaken from, we lovingly invite you to help in the following ways:

Make a donation 

Sponsor an ebook 

Help us Fundraise 

Donate A Healing Session 

Donate A Reiki Event 

Share with others 

Translate for others 

Become a teacher 

Write a testimonial 

Help us improve 

Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue offering ebooks  
and courses freely for the infinite benefit of all. 

 
Blessings & Thankyou,   

Love Inspiration & Maitri Foundation 
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For the Infinite Benefit Of All 

May all find Infinite Truth and be absolutely happy and free from suffering! 
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